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Disclosure 2

I don’t like sweet tastes



Aspects to cover

• Metabolic and physiological 
responses to sweet substances
• Gut focussed

• Sources of data
• Animal vs human data 

• The microbiome?
• Future directions





Key concepts in gut physiology

• The gut senses ingested nutrients to 
maximise their uptake

• Digestion
• Absorption
• Termination of eating

(food is a good thing)

Understand 
mechanisms

Inform future
design & strategies 

to 
suppress/enhance 

feeding



How? Enteroendocrine cells

• Key nutrient sensors
• Gut epithelium is the 

largest endocrine and 
sensory organ in the body

• Functionally akin to taste 
buds? Taste receptors 
present on EEC (cell 
lines/animal models)



Regulatory 

peptides
satiety

↓ Gastric emptying / absorption

∆∆∆∆ Metabolic  / endocrine responses

Nutrients operate via gut hormones and 

vagal signalling

vagal efferent

Nutrients

vagal afferent

Brainstem

Hypothalamus

CCK

GLP-1



Dietary sugar

• Central to diet and in abundance
• Sensed by EEC to secrete incretins
• Do different sugars have different 

effects?
• T1R2 and T1R3 receptor dimers 

responsible for oral  ‘sweet taste’
• expressed in gut (EEC)

• ?role in HUMANS
• Sweeteners should replicate effects of 

sugars 

Mice, Sheep, Pigs 
Man(cunians)? 



αααα-gustducin
important 
in mouse 
incretin
secretion
= SWEET 
SENSING

Jang et al PNAS 2007



Sugars slow human 
gastric emptying 
dose dependently

Little et al, 

Neurogastroenterology and 

motility 2010



Would equisweet NNS exert the same 
effects on gastric emptying? 

Little et al AJP 2009



Enhancing sweetness of 
glucose with NNS had no effect 
on human gastric emptying

Little et al AJP 2009



Which does not necessarily 
mean sweet taste receptors 
have no role in sugar 
sensing…

• Additional studies using LACTISOLE, an 
antagonist at the sweet taste receptor

• Will it block GI effects of sweet substances 
in human studies?



Sweet taste receptor  - some functional role? 

Gerspach et al. AJP 2011

Steinert et al Clin Nut 2011Sweet taste components colocalise with GLP-1

↓ GLP-1 and PYY with lactisole + glucose  



Not replicated in Manchester study

Bryant et al unpublished data



No class effect of AS on acute glycaemic 
response to intragastric glucose

Bryant et al
Eur J Cl Nut 
2014

Used ‘commercial’ single doses



‘There is a lack of consensus 
regarding glycemic effects of oral NNS 
consumption in humans. In contrast, 
studies employing intragastric or 
intraduodenal administration of NNSs 
have been remarkably unanimous in 
their findings, demonstrating no effect 
of NNS on gut hormone secretion. 

Burke and Small Physiology & Behavior 2015



Do artificial sweeteners have metabolic 
effects in humans?

A. Sucralose 

11 studies assessing the effect of sucralose

consumption on short – term postprandial glucose

and hormonal responses

• Temizkan et al. 2015: ↑GLP-1 release after 

sucralose + OGTT v. OGTT alone 

• Pepino et al. 2013: ↑AUC for insulin and ↑ peak 

C-peptide concentration after sucralose + OGTT  

B. Diet drinks

3 studies 

• Sylvetsky et al. 2016: ↑AUC GLP-1 for Diet Rite 

Cola prior to OGTT 

• Brown et al. 2016: ↑AUC GLP-1 for Diet Rite Cola 

prior to OGTT 

• Maersk et al. 2012: no effect of light coca cola 

consumption alone 

Obese 

participants 

D. Ace-K: 2 studies (Bryant et 

al. 2014; Steinert et al. 2011): 

no effect shown 

C. Saccharin : 2 studies 

(Karimian Azari et al. 

2017; Bryant et al. 

2014): no effect shown 

2000-2017

Overweight 

subjects  



Non-sweetened water ( ▪) aspartame-sweetened water ( ●) 
or sucralose-sweetened water ( ▴▴▴▴) Temizkan et al. 2015 EJCN 2015



Would prior exposure affect results?

Tey et al Int J Oesity 2017

Can’t be a sweetness effect alone  

Lack of nonsweet control eg water



Human sweet receptors playing little or 
no acute role in physiological and 

metabolic responses.

Are hexose sugar effects 
postabsorptive (caloric)? 

Or is the effect mediated from the 
lumen?

Tagatose : 80%  non -absorbed



Tagatose is highly potent in humans

Little et al NGM 2010



Chronic consumption: differential effects of 
sugars on glycaemia

Stanhope et al JCI 2009



‘Chronic’ saccharin consumption may 
enhance glycaemic response

N=4

1 week

Suez at al 2014 Nature



What about sugar transport?



Sweet taste receptors may also  
stimulate glucose transport



Ritze et al PLOS one 2014

High sugar diets enhance 
glucose transport in mice



Artificial sweeteners increase glucose 
absorption in rats

• ↑ SGLT1 � ↑glucose absorptive 
capacity

P=0.0001 P=0.02P=0.01P=0.0037

Suc=sucralose; asp=aspartame; aceK=acesulfame K; sac=saccharin 

L = low CHO diet; H= high CHO diet (for 2 weeks)           Margolskee et al PNAS 2007



Artificial sweeteners 
upregulate SGLT1 

Suggests that AS
up-regulate SGLT1
via sweet taste
receptors in mice

Margolskee et al. PNAS 2007 

SGLT1 
mRNA

P=0.0015

L = low CHO diet without artificial sweetener

L + suc = low CHO diet WITH 2mM sucralose for 2 weeks



AS enhance glucose 
transporters in piglets but 
?not via sweetness: 
no effect of lactisole

Moran et al Br J Nut 2010



Any role for intestinal 
‘sweet’ receptors in humans?

• Results not consistent with animal studies and 
human cell line data

• Reflects inadequacy of models to analyse 
human GI tract and neuroendocrine responses

• Doses used should be designed to be 
‘nutritionally’ relevant 

• Acute vs chronic effects however may differ, 
need prospective chronic studies on gut and 
metabolic affects in humans



What about the gut microbiome ?

Suez at al Nature 2014

‘Notably, at week 11, the three mouse groups that consumed 

water, glucose and sucrose featured comparable glucose 

tolerance curves, whereas all three NAS-consuming mouse 

groups developed marked glucose intolerance’



Suez at al Nature 2014

- glucose and sucrose do not reach the colon

- doses used within FDA limits, but very large





Future directions and suggestions:   
sweetness and light?

• Little role for animal models in studies about 

human physiology and health

• Relevant for livestock industry though

• Care over over-interpreting observational and 

epidemiological studies (unless prospective)

• Need for larger and longer interventional studies

• Define correct primary outcomes in advance

• Biological basis: effects, variability, stratification
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